Blue Mountain Middle School
Hendrick Hudson School District

- Replace asphalt drives and parking
- Replace curb at turn-around circle
- Replace storm structures and piping
- Add sidewalk at west end of building
- Replace curbs and sidewalks
- Replace settled concrete walk
- Improve fire rated partitions as necessary to meet code
- Replace non-rated window assembly
- Investigate U-shaped roof joints
- Provide vertical grab bars at toilets
- Update locker rooms to be ADA compliant
- Repair foundation wall cracking and water infiltration
- Repair masonry wall cracking and vertical masonry cracking
- Repair interior expansion joint
- Repair masonry corrosion
- Replace deteriorated exterior doors
- Repair steel lintel corrosion
- Misc. plumbing fixture improvements to meet current code
- Re-pipe sanitary drain in kitchen
- Provide fire alarm pull stations / strobe lighting
- Provide additional electric panels
- Renovate Science Rooms
- Renovate Auditorium
- Electrical safety improvements
- Door locks / security improvements
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